
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Naturally, when the art of reading is acquired by the great mass of the
people, whose taste __________________________, the supply for this
increased demand will, more or less, follow the level of its intelligence.

1.

(not/cultivate)

has not been cultivated

Such a protracted winter _____________________ for twenty years, at
least.
2.

(not/know)
has not been known

All that can be gained by the back-current __________________, and now
it is time to quit it; but where?
3.

(gain)
has been gained

They ___________________ in the text with popups.4. (mark)have been marked

To that letter of Lafayette no reply ______________________.5. (discover)has been discovered

Otherwise, punctuation _____________________ without note.6. (correct)has been corrected

All old-established national industries ______________________ or are
daily being destroyed.
7.

(destroy)
have been destroyed

You pretend that myself or my predecessors ____________________ by
the Romans: you mistake the word; they were not invited, they were implored.
8.

(invite)

have been invited

The truth of worthy fiction is evidenced by the honor in which it
________________ in all ages among all races.
9.

(hold)has been held

This loss _____________________ from reliable sources at from 700 to
1,000.
10.

(estimate)
has been estimated

At the present time, the many races found in several parts of the world
differ greatly from each other; nevertheless, as far as they
__________________, they are all quite fertile when crossed.

11.

(try)have been tried

Perhaps he ________________ the victim of some political persecution?12.
(make)

has been made

Pitt's surrender __________________ in strong terms.13. (blame)has been blamed
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Not the smallest bitter word _____________________ between Caroline
and me for two years past.
14.

(exchange)
has been exchanged

All apparent printer's errors _____________________.15. (retain)have been retained

The Virginia act for religious freedom ____________________ with
infinite approbation in Europe, and propagated with enthusiasm.
16.

(receive)
has been received

Excellent results _____________________ with ovens of this kind.17.
(attain)

have been attained

I ____________________ by your favor of the 4th instant.18. (honor)have been honored

The opposite room _________________________ into a store-room.19.
(metamorphose)

has been metamorphosed

They have sense enough to feel they are the objects aimed at; and they
inflict in their turn the examples of terror they _______________________ to
practise.

20.

(instruct)
have been instructed
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